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ABSTRACT. In this article, we describe a media monitoring system that we have developed and
implemented for the Secretariat General of Communication and Secretarial General of Information in
Greece (SGC-SGI). The system applies emerging technologies for audiovisual recording, speech rec-
ognition, language processing, mutliniedia indexing, and retrieval, all iniegraicd into a large video and
audio library that covers broadcasl news and currenl affairs in Greek and English. U assists SGC-SGI
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in compiling infonmalion; annotating and analyzing news; and moniioring national, political, social,
economic, cultural, and environmenlal issues concerning Greece in general.

KEYWORDS. Video annotation, speech recognition, multimedia information relrieval, e-govemment,
political analysis, media content analysis

The advent of multimedia databases and the
popularity of digital video as an archival
medium pose many technical challenges and
have profound implications on the underlying
model of information access. Imagine a large
collection of broadca.st news and documenta-
ries that supports content-based retrieval over
multimedia objects such as audio and video. A
user seeks information on a specific person or
event; with the recent advances in natural lan-
guage processing, speech recognition, and
image processing, and the synergy obtained by
seamless integration of different technologies
into a single multimedia database, the poten-
tial of such a collection can be explored. We
incorporated an extensive set of language pro-
cessing technologies in a project that we have
developed and implemented for the Secretariat
General of Communication and Secretariat
General of Information in Greece (SGC-SGI),'
with the hope that it will be a powerful tool in
promoting the reuse of existing resources, in
gaining full strategic value from the inherent
value of media assets, in retrieving audiovi-
sual material from a large internal multimedia
archive, and in supporting political scientists
within the organization in their analysis and
research tasks.

The role of the SGC-SGÏ is to inform state and
public sector agencies on important events as well
as views and reactions of Greek and foreign pub-
lic opinion, including those of mass media, of
issues affecting the country. SGC-SGI formulates
state policy and ensures the adoption of the neces-
sary legislative and prescriptive initiatives regard-
ing the regulation of the wider sector of the mass
media. Moreover, it collects data in the fields of
national, political, social, economic, cultural, and
environmental issues concerning Greece, as well
as international issues that are relevant to the
country and/or the international bodies of
which Greece is a member. SGC-SGI collects

infonnation from a wide variety of news sources
in Greece and abroad. Journalists, analysts, and
political scientists then process the news sources
to assess national and international news and pho-
tos, as well as radio and television material.

Not surprisingly, media analysis for both schol-
arly research and political communication profes-
sionals requires sophisticated media monitoring
systems in order to effectively collect, manage,
and classify media content. Li the case of a public
communication administration, like the SGC-SGI,
the challenge is even greater, given the amount
aiid the variety of media data that need to be col-
lected and analyzed. As a result, and as part of a
larger electronic govemnient (e-govemment) ini-
tiative, SGC-SCI works with mass-media autliori-
ties, universities, and private companies, within a
unified framework for information access, to pro-
vide innovative electronic services (e-services) for
both the govemment and the public. The media
monitoring system that we describe in our article
is a heavily used component of the framework,
due, in part, to its ability to combine speech and
language processing, multimedia retrieval, and a
fully functional video annotation environment that
assists users in organizing and characterizing
news stories and current affairs.

QUALIARC: AN ENVIRONMENT
FOR MEDIA ANNOTATION

QualiArc is the integrated environment that we
have developed for accessing and annotating
multimedia digital content, providing advanced
searching and browsing capabilities. We have
successfully applied emerging technologies for
data storage, indexing, and retrieval, and we have
integrated them into a large video and audio
library system that covers broadcast news and
current affairs in Greek and in English. The
SGC-SGT digital video archive uses intelligent
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automatic inechanisms that provide full-content
search and retrieval from a large online digital
video library containing around-the-clock record-
ings from eight Greek TV channels, four Greek
radio channels, and four intemational English
speaking TV channels. There exist two types of
metadata generation tools used in our setting, for
manual and automatic annotation, respectively.

Manual annotation is time consuming and
highly subjective, yet it provides broadcast
news descriptions at the right level of
abstraction. Specialized journalists that mon-
itor the broadcasting channels locate and
export TV video segments and radio audio
segments in a predefined compressed format.
They can monitor the broadcast in real-time
or search in the audiovisual archive by means
of automatically produced or manually
inserted metadata. Segments correspond to
news, stories, and events that are of interest
to SGC-SGI, and they are stored in a large
multiterabyte storage system in order to be

annotated. Another team of journalists and
political analysts reviews the stored segments
and produces annotations while interacting
with the QualiArc environment that we have
developed within the project. Expert users
produce metadata of different sorts, such as
transcriptions, summaries, named entity and
term indexes, etc. Annotated stories, accom-
panied by the corresponding video or audio«
are stored in the system database.

Regarding machine annotation, the tools that
we have developed during the project automati-
cally populate the library and support access to
it. The approach that we have followed uses
speech recognition in Greek and English and
language processing technologies to automati-
cally transcribe, segment, and index the video.
Retrieval is text-based, performed on the mate-
rial that results from speech recognition or on
the metadata manually created by the user. In
Figure I we present the logical diagram of the
system.

FIGURE 1. Diagram and modules of the media monitoring system.
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Semantic Annotation of News Stories

QualiArc is a user-friendly, graphical envi-
ronment for assisting the manual annotation of
broadcast news recordings. Journalists, edi-
tors, and political analysts can insert various
levels of meta-information to the multimedia
material. They can insert a title, summary, or
full or partial transcription, either in narrative
or in dialog form, speakers and speaker turns,
journalists and anchormen/anchorwomen,
media information (channel, date, show, type
of broadcast), sentiment classification
(degrees from negative to positive), duration,
and a flag signaling breaking news. They have
direct access to any position in the video using
several types of playback modes. A report can
be created containing the metadata that
accompany the story for immediate forward-
ing to the Minister of State or the Secretary
General. Recordings can be managed from any
workstation connected to the network. They
can be scheduled in advance or programmed
on-demand, as is usually the case. An example
is the coverage of parliamentary elections
in Greece that were held on September 16,
2007. It is noteworthy that the system was
extensively used for monitorhig both the elec-
tions and the electoral campaigns, since the
Greek Prime Minister announced early general
elections.

According to their user privileges, journal-
ists and annotators can produce individual sto-
ries referring to the media that broadcast them.
The same story can appear in different media
with various degrees of sentiment expression,
usually reflecting the beliefs of the different
segments of the political spectrum. Political
analysts aggregate individual stories in order to
produce consolidated stories, where in fact
they link source reference (and corresponding
videos/audio recordings) that belong to the
same entity (the task is technically called
source co-reference resolution). They extract
and report judgments, opinions, sentiments,
and evaluations from stories. Fine-grain opin-
ion extraction concentrates on words, sen-
tences, clauses, polarity, and strength. A
Screenshot of the QualiArc environment is pre-
sented in Figure 2.

Metadata Scheme

The core feature of the information system
we have developed for the access and exchange
of the news lies on the metadata scheme that we
have devised for news documentation. The
main requirements the scheme had to meet
include the following:

(a) Encoding of different types of information
pertaining to the form and content of news,
as well as to administrative and technical
information regarding its handling

(b) Encoding of information regarding the
original media type or format

(c) Common representation for similar types
of information (packaging of news infor-
mation), regardless of the medium format
of the item to which these are attached

In our case, the most appropriate scheme
for news management is NewsML, a media-
independent news exchange format," catering
not only for the core news content but also for
data that describe the content in an abstract
way, for information about how to handle news
in an appropriate way, for information about the
packaging of news information, and finally for
information about the technical transfer itself.
NewsML 1.2 acted as the source from which
we derive our simpler scheme; to this end, we
adapted and occasionally modified/expanded
the NewsML metadata set (see example in
Appendix B).

The metadata scheme is hierarchically orga-
nized; the NewsML element is situated at the
top level while middle nodes are occupied by
specific groupings: the NewsEnvelope element
representing exchange information, the News-
hem element and its children nodes represent
management information, the NewsComponent
element and its children nodes represent struc-
tural infomiation, and finally the Contenütem
element represents content information. The
metadata scheme has been implemented and
incorporated in the QualiArc environment, and
it offers an interface to all SGC-SGI political
analysts enabling efficient metadata collabora-
tive editing of digitized news resources and
search thereof.
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FIGURE 2. Screenshot of the QualiArc environment,

The purpose of NewsML is to make possible
the exchange of news accuralely and quickly in
a way that allows automatic processing. The
core technology is XML. The Contentltem ele-
ment is a wrapper that makes available to the
NewsML processor both the content itself and
metadata describing the physical characteristics
of the content. The different types of content
metadata provided by NewsML are media type,
format, mime type, notation, and a set of char-
acteristics. The DataContent element represents
the textual annotation of the body of the story,
which can range from a short description to the
full transcription, word-by-word. We have
included textual data in the DataContent ele-
ment by direct inclusion without namespace
declaration. This decision leads to a simpler
representation; however, it has the drawback
that it cannot be validated by an XML schema.
We plan to refine this is.sue during the continua-
tion of the project. We always include a media
type in the Contentltem that can be a text body,
a news story, an article content, a video seg-
ment, or an audio segment. The characteristics
of video (video coder, width, height, total

duration, frame rate, etc.) and audio (audio
coder, total duration, average bit rate, etc.) are
automatically added by the digital video man-
agement server that controls the recording and
digitization procedure.

The NewsComponent element groups
together news objects that share metadata or
that are conceptually associated into collections—
for instance, a photograph and its caption, ln our
model, the constituents of the NewsComponent
are complementary to each other. NewsML
assigns four classes of metadata to the News-
Component element: administrative, rights,
miscellaneous, and descriptive. Into the latter
category falls information about the content:
title, summary, topic, polarity. The HeadLine
element provides a displayable title. The Key-
wordLine element provides the set of keywords
relevant to the news item. The SummaryLine
element provides the summary of the news
item, the Topic element provides its topic, and
the Polarity element provides the annotator's
judgment on the sentiment of the story. Admin-
istrative metadata provide information about
the creation of the content: FileName, Provider,
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Creator, etc. Above the structural level, the
Newsltem is the primary unit for news manage-
ment. This is the news object that we create,
store, manage, reuse, and link to from other
Newsltems. The Newsltem has a unique identi-
fier, the Newsldentifier, since it needs to move
through the news workflow. We ensure that no
two Newsltems carry the same Providerld,
Dateld, Newsltemid, or Revisionld. The News-
Management element provides infonnation about
a Newsltem's type, history, and status as well
as its relationship to other Newsltems. News-
Items are exchanged between editorial systems
in New s Envelopes.

In the NewsML framework, values of two
basic types can be assigned to XML elements
and attributes: controlled and uncontrolled. We
use controlled vocabularies in order to ensure
that metadata take well defined values that are
constant over time and can be used for auto-
mated processing. The majority of the elements
in our scheme are governed by controlled lan-
guages; among them are Format, Language,
Provider, MediaType, Status, Priority, Topic
(selected among a subset of the IPTC Subject
Codes^), etc. On the other hand, the HeadLine,
Summary, and DataContent elements are
uncontrolled. We could not restrict either the
syntax or the vocabulary of these elements,
especially of the DataContent, which may con-
tain the full transcription of what actually has
been said. Informal guidelines have attempted
to standardize terminology and to reduce ambi-
guity in headlines and summaries, albeit with
limited success (i.e., sentences with less than a
fixed number of words, simple syntax, correct
spelling, etc.). However we were able to
enforce u.ser agreement on a single form for
named entities, especially politicians, journal-
ists, locations, and organizations that appear
frequently on the news.

The polarity element reflects a story classifi-
cation by overall sentiment. Sentiment-based
classification is manual and controlled, and it
can take one value out of the following set:
strongly positive, positive, neutral, negative,
strongly negative. The users try to detect the
expressive subjective elements in the story and
to recognize beliefs, emotions, evaluations, and
judgments, in the given context (Wilson,

Wiebe, & Hwa, 2006). When the story
expresses a mixture of feelings, some positive
and some negative, we asked the users to anno-
tate such stories as neutral. We did not compute
at this phase an inte ran notator agreement in
order to understand whether the meaning of the
values is uncontroversial. We are currently
monitoring the way they perceive the meaning
of positive and negative polarity, and we plan to
refine our annotation model in a future phase of
the project, where we also envisage the imple-
mentation of automatic polarity classification
that subsequently will be confirmed by the
users.

SEARCHING MULTIMEDIA
CONTENT

Users can locate the news of interest either
by watching and listening or by searching. In
the first case, channels are assigned to users,
and as many as 16 channels can be displayed
simultaneously on the view screen. For most of
the day, a single channel corresponds to a single
user, especially when news production is inten-
sive.'* Regarding radio, since the human brain
cannot process multiple acoustic channels
simultaneously, it is always the case that one
user is assigned to one channel. In the second
case, the system functions as a full content
multimedia information retrieval of current and
archived TV and radio news and broadcasts.
A well known example of such a large-scale,
online digital video library that is developing
base technology for machine understanding of
video and film media is the CMU Informedia
project (Hauptmann, Jin, & Ng, 2003).

SGC-SGI analysts can search and retrieve
multimedia news items concerning the following:

(a). Foreign or domestic affairs
(b). Interviews with politicians
(c). Answers to journalists' questions on

specific topics
(d). Opinions and different views on a subject
(e). The "who spoke, when, and where" list
(0- Packaging of critical events in different

media
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(g). Topic ranking following various criteria
(h). Weekly/monthly news bulletins
(d). Consolidated reports tracking news in

their life cycle

The user generates a query in order to obtain
information. The system then presents to the
user a ranked list of video and audio segments
(stories), ideally with those most relevant to the
query topic first. Typical queries reflecting the
user interests are listed below:

List all the broadcast news in a defined
time range from the Greek National TV
channel {NET).
List the videos where the name of the
anchorwoman is Maria Houkli.
List audios on terms bioinformatlcs and
genetics. Account for possible morpho-
logical variations.
List videos about wildfires where the
name Costas Karamanlis [Greek Prime
Minister] appears.
List news released between Dec. 25, 2006
and Dec. 31, 2006.
List news from the audiovisual archive
about Olympic Games 2004 in Athens.
List news on Minister Theodoros Rousso-
poulos, on Oct. 10, 2007 where the seman-
tic orientation of the story was positive.

Vector Space Model for Transcribed Text

Information retrieval proceeds in two modes.
Under the first mode, users detect new stories
of interest by querying the automatically tran-
scribed text of shows usual ly broadcasted
within the last 24 hours. To make the retrieval
and viewing of information fa.ster, the digital
video library supports partitioning video into
small-sized clips. This partitioning process is
accomplished by the audio segmentation mod-
ule, turning audio into a series of consecutive
speech segments that correspond to speaker
turns. Benefits of segment retrieval include the
retrieval of the most relevant portions of longer
documents, the avoidance of document-length
normalization problems, and the possibility of
more user-friendly interfaces that return the most
relevant portion of a multimedia document.

They are the likely boundaries of speaker turns,
music, or noise segments.

The basic retrieval unit is the audio segment
that plays the role of a document of a standard
retrieval system. Each segment corresponds to
one video (on TV) or audio chunk (on radio)
and is indexed on textual metadata produced by
automatic transcription. Segments and queries
are represented as vectors in a common vector
space. Their similarity is quantified as the
cosine similarity of their vectors weighted by a

tp'idf weighting scheme.^ Prior to similarity
calculation, we perform tokenization and stop
word filtering of both the query (online) and the
transcribed text (off-line). In order to reduce
infiected words to a single morphological form,
and taking into account the fact that morpho-
logical variants of words have similar semantic
interpretations, we have applied stemming
algorithms (or stemmers) in English and in
Greek. Both stemmers are variants of the clas-
sic Porter stemmer** that implements a set of
suffix stripping rules in order to find the stem of
a word (Porter, 1980). We use inverted files and
inverted lists to index the XML metadata into
relational tables of a commercial relational
database, and the system transforms user queries
into SQL queries over relational data, allowing
full text search.

Weighted Boolean Model for Annotated
Text

Under the second mode of retrieval, users
query manually annotated stories on a set of
metadata that correspond to QualiArc fields.
Metadata are associated with (a) free text fields
(sometimes called zones) such as title, summary,
speakers, and full-text transcription, and (b)
parametric fields that can take a finite set of
values such as date, channel, name of show,
polarity, and breaking news fiag. The retrieval
engine merges free text and parametric indexes
into a single weighted Boolean model. Parametric
indexes allow the retrieval of stories matching
only the specified fields. For instance, the date
of creation index allows us to select only the
stories matching a date specified in the query.
For weighted Boolean scoring, the process may
be viewed as computing a linear function of the
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Boolean match scores contributed by the vari-
ous free text fields. Given the query q and an
annotated story d, the weighted Boolean scor-
ing assigns to the pair (q, d) a score in [0, 1 ] by
a linear combination of field scores, where each

field contributes a boolean value: Z_, ^i^i,

where / is the number of fields, w¡ the weight of
field iy and s-, a Boolean score denoting a match
between (or absence thereof) q and the ith field.
The score of a field is I if any of the query
terms occur in that field (Boolean function OR).
The weights are specified by expert users after
experimentation with training examples that
have been manually evaluated. Summary,
speakers, and full-text transcription fields have
the same weight, while the title contributes a lit-
tle more to the total match.

SPEECH RECOGNITION IN
BROADCAST NEWS

We have implemented a digital video man-
agement system (DVMS) for maxinnum quality
digital video and synchronized audio recording.
The system supports multiple compression
modes in real time for each channel. It offers
broadcast quality video and allows for opti-
mized management of video and audio streams
to the client computers of SGC-SGI.

A simple and effective GUI enables video
and audio live view, playback, cut, and export
of video and audio segments via LAN or the
Internet. Audio streams that confonTi to speech
recognition requirements for broadcast are
extracted from video, that is 16 KHz, 16-bit
signed linear PCM, and are presented to the
input of speech recognition engines in Greek
and in English.

Broadcast news exhibit a wide variety of
audio characteristics, including clean speech,
telephone speech, conference speech, music,
and speech corrupted by music or noise
(Ajmera, McCowan, & Bourlard, 2002). Tran-
scribing the audio—that is, producing a raw
transcript of what is being said (determining
who is speaking when, what topic a segment is
about, or which organizations are mentioned) is

a challenging problem. Adverse background
conditions can lead to significant degradation in
performance. Consequently, adaptation to the
varied acoustic properties of the signal or to a
particular speaker and enhancements to the seg-
mentation process are generally acknowledged
to be key areas for research and improvement in
order to render indexing systems usable. We
apply a highly accurate, speaker-independent
speech recognizer in English and in Greek in
order to automatically transcribe audio
recorded from broadcast news, which is then
stored in a full-text information retrieval sys-
tem.

A large vocabulary, speaker-independent,
automatic speech recognizer is generally based
on the hidden Markov model (HMM) technol-
ogy. It comprises three basic components: the
audio signal processor, the audio segmentation
component, and the core speech recognition
engine. The first component is responsible for
the proper extraction of certain features from
the audio signal, which are then exploited by the
two other components. The audio segmentation
module automatically identifies speech regions,
rejects nonspeech ones, and clusters homoge-
neous regions of speech, that is, same speaker
and same background conditions, which carry
the information to be decoded by the speech
recognition engine. In this last component,
speech content is automatically transcribed
with a certain level of confidence, depending
mainly on how well the models match the data
being processed. Multiple passes with increas-
ing complexity and speaker adaptation tech-
niques are applied to upgrade performance. The
basic building blocks of a state-of-the-art speech
recognition engine are the acoustic model (AM)
and the language model (LM). The AM repre-
sents the acoustic parameters of the problem
(acoustics, phonetics, environment, audio
source, speaker and channel characteristics,
recording equipment) while the LM contains a
representation of the neighborhood of the
words contained in the vocabulary and their sta-
tistical properties.

A large vocabulary, speaker-independent,
gender-independent, continuous automatic speech
recognizer transcribes Greek (Papageorgiou,
Antonopoulos, Demiros, and Gkiokas, 2006).
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In order to train our acoustic models, we have
used 90 hours of carefully transcribed audio
wave files of recent news and current affairs
shows that were recorded from the Greek TV.
We gathered a large corpus of 210 million for
constructing the language model in order to
predict the likelihood of sequences of words.'

We use BBN's very large vocabulary speech
recognition system for transcribing English.
The BBN Byblos Engine forms the core of the
application (Nguyen et al., 2004). The system
uses HMMs and Gaussian mixture models for
the acoustic model (AM) and n-gram models
for the language model (LM) of the recognizer
(Colthurst et al., 2000). The engine was trained
on 137 hours of acoustic data and 140 million
words of CNN text.^ Both recognizers generate
time stamped transcriptions in XML format
(see example in Appendix A).

Speech Recognition and Retrieval
Evaluation

We evaluate the speech recognition engines
per se for the purpose of multimedia retrieval.
We did not evaluate the retrieval of manually
annotated stories, only of machine annotated
stories. Users detect new stories by searching
the transcript and promote the ones that are sub-
sequently annotated. This way, retrieval based
on automatic transcription is crucial for the
detection of stories of interest.

Beginning in the early 1980s, evaluation of
automatic speech recognition (ASR) stabilized
on the current performance measure of word
error rate (WER). This measure scores ASR
performance using a caseless, lexicatized from
of ASR output known as the stiindard normal-
ized orthographic representation (SNOR) for-
mat. The WER is defined as the sum of all ASR
output token errors divided by the number of
scoreable tokens in a reference transcription of
the test data. There are three types of errors;
namely, tokens that are missed {deletion
errors), inserted (insertion errors), and incor-
rectly recognized (substitution errors). WER is
considered to be a better measure of recognizer
accuracy than the number of words correct
alone. In our system, the overall speech recog-
nition WERs are 25% for decoding speed of

i.2xReal-Time in Greek and 14.9% for a
decoding speed of 1 xReal-Time in U.S.
English. In English, the reference points are the
standard speech evaluation data that are used to
benchmark broadcast news speech recognition
systems. The evaluation deals with anchored
news shows and news magazines (examples for
English ASR: ABC Prime Time, ABC World
Nightly News, CNN Headline News. CNN
World View, etc.). This program material
includes a combination of read speech and
spontaneous speech, as well as a combination
of recording environments in broadcast studios
and in the field. The BBN English ASR was
evaluated on the EARS RTO4f evaluation set.^

No benchmark exists for the Greek language.
We have constructed an accurate verbatim tran-
script of 10 hours of news and current affairs
shows, recorded from Greek television. We
have followed the EARS transcription guide-
lines, and the Greek speech recognition evalua-
tion has been performed on this particular
dataset. Although the above figures are the
highest ever reported for Greek, spontaneous
speech-related issues and background noise
compensation techniques are currently investi-
gated in order to further improve the robustness
and effectiveness of the final system and to nar-
row the gap between the success of the Greek
and the English ASR. We are enriching our
database of recordings and transcriptions (dated
2007), and we are also building a new domain-
specific language model from available textual
data. It is also noteworthy that Greek TV news
and current affairs are characterized by the
presence of multiple speakers and analysts In
constant Interaction under significant variations
of the speech environment, thus making the
task of speech recognition more difficult than in
English news broadcasts. Moreover, multilin-
guality (Gauvain, Lamel, & Adda 2000),
another issue for future work, is of particular
interest in our application, since major events
are covered in different languages abroad and
subtitled for the Greek audience.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of
speech recognition for multimedia retrieval, we
have manually gathered 42 stories of interest
that appeared in the news, current affairs, and
talk shows during a period of five consecutive
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days. Among them, 22 were in English and 20
were in Greek. A story is a segment of a news
broadcast with a coherent news focus (Amaral
& Trancoso, 2003). Since the system evaluation
period coincided with the pre-election period
for the parliamentary elections that were held
on September 16, 2007, Greek stories fell into
this major topic. The users extracted the set of
keywords that best described the stories. The
users have also determined the story boundaries
within the videos. The system finally processed
each story by automatic speech recognition. At
this point we had a collection of story tran-
scripts and a set of queries that reflected the
users' information needs; in other words, we
had created a small test document collection.

Next, the users were asked to search for the
stories by any combination of topic keywords
they judged to be suitable. They did not have to
resort to specialized syntax or canonical forms
of words in their query. For each query, the sys-
tem returned the matching stories ranked by rel-
evance. A document was judged by the users to
be relevant if it addressed their information
needs. Relevance is a standard assessment for
each document-query pair in information
retrieval systems. It is noteworthy that in our
project we did not possess a standard test col-
lection that we could run the testing against,
such as the standard TREC, GOV2, and REU-
TERS data collections that are extensively used
for ad hoc information retrieval evaluation.

We have used precision and recall, which are
the basic measures of retrieval effectiveness.
Precision is the fraction of retrieved stories that
are relevant, while recall is the fraction of rele-
vant documents that are retrieved. It depends
highly on the application which of the two mea-
sures is more important than the other. Media
analysts are concerned with setting as high
recall as possible and will tolerate lower preci-
sion figures in order to achieve it. The system
achieved very high recall, namely 41 out of 42
stories (98%), satisfying in this way one of the
main requirements of the project. Precision,
which constitutes the other major retrieval mea-
sure, was 41 out of 150 stories (27%), indicat-
ing that the majority of stories were judged as
false positives—retrieved but not relevant.
Analysts had to inspect and discard them as

noneligible stories of interest for further anno-
tation. It is important to note that although the
retrieval system presents ranked results, we
evaluated unordered sets of stories. It is also
clear that our dataset is small and that our main
purpose during evaluation has been to show
that retrieval is successful despite imperfect
speech recognition technology.

SUPPORTING MEDIA ANALYSIS

By means of the system that we have
described above, the Section of Audiovisual
Media at SGC-SGI monitors the broadcastings
in order to compile information and news items
pertaining to issues that lie within the compe-
tence of SGC-SGI. It also prepares bulletins to
inform other divisions of the SGC-SGI, as well
as state agencies and public services. The Sec-
tion keeps the political leadership posted by
means of clippings and stories from Greek tele-
vision and Greek radio. It also maintains
archives in a manner that secures the timely
retrieving and correlating of the required infor-
mation. The Section informs the hierarchy and
delivers news, official statements, and informa-
tion on state activity issues to the mass media,
and it releases announcements to refute or
reject inaccurate news items. In addition, it con-
tacts the media representatives on a regular
basis and supports the Daily Briefmg by the
Govemment Spokesman.

The QualiArc media monitoring system offers
the possibility of analyzing the collected data.
Users conduct thematic content analysis to news
stories and other media products. They explore
the main topics to which the news stories are
referring. Thematic analysis reveals which
aspects of a news story are highlighted by the
media and which are less mentioned or omitted
(e.g., which audiovisual programs covered a cer-
tain topic in a given period of time, or which
news stories—and to what extent—mentioned
govemment activity or the activity of the opposi-
tion parties). The emphasis given to particular
aspects depends on multiple factors, such as the
political and ideological orientation of the media,
the existing information on the issue, the influ-
ence of the sources, the anticipated interest of the
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public, etc. Therefore, political and social actors,
wishing to impose their own agenda, need to
take into consideration which issues get promi-
nent attention and which aspects of these issues
are made salient by the media in order to adapt
their strategy ortiy to change the terms of the
debate. This is of great importance to the SGC-
SGI, which serves the communication needs of
the state administration.

With the advent and growth of multimedia
computing technologies, users are able to store
and retrieve great amounts of information. Net-
works, technology, and an efficient internal
structure enable SGC-SGI to fully exploit the
inherent value of audiovisual data recordings
from television and radio sources. The system
provides a ten-day archive of the full broadcast
of twelve TV and four radio channels. AM video
and audio is instantly available. A graphical
browsing function allows easy navigation
through time. It also enables clipping of video/
audio segments that are subsequently imported
into QualiArc for annotation and characteriza-
tion. SGC-SGI users produce around 100 new
annotations per day, ranging from short video
segments of a few minutes' duration to full
transcriptions of one-hour interviews accompa-
nied by sentiment analysis, summary, and top-
ics. The internal media department now has the
necessary technology and networks capable of
creating, storing, and distributing annotated
media segments corresponding to news, events,
and stories. Unstructured and unconnected con-
tent is transformed into stnictured information
that is stored in a large relational database and
can be retrieved by means of sophisticated
search algorithms. We expect these digital
media assets to accumulate and to be leveraged
for multiple users and that they will substan-
tially change the internal and external commu-
nications capabilities of SGC-SGI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have described a media
monitoring system that we have developed and
implemented for the Secretariat General of
Communication and Secretariat General of
Information in Greece (SGC-SGI). The system

applies emerging technologies for audiovisual
recording, speech recognition, news annota-
tion, language processing, multimedia index-
ing, and retrieval, all integrated into a large
video and audio library that covers broadcast
news and current affairs in Greek and in English.
This project is a valuable experience that has
provided us with a rich body of knowledge about
the advances that are made possible by emerging
speech and language technology. We have also
delved into the problems that large organizations
face when they adopt new systems and technolo-
gies. Most important, we have learned that the
use of such technologies can support govemment
operations and services, journalists, and political
analysts with their work and can engage the gov-
emment in delivering applications and services
of the highest quality.

The success of the project led SGC-SGI to
make the decision to further develop it by
applying a holistic concept to modeling media
monitoring public services. At the conceptual
level, we constantly aim at merging the public
service model with state-of-the-art technologies
of indexing and searching in multimedia infor-
mation. We plan to enrich the number of infor-
mation sources by including local TV and radio
channels in Greece and by extending the num-
ber of English-speaking broadcasts. Speech rec-
ognition in new languages is also foreseen.
Through the integration of intelligent engines
from the fields of language processing and
understanding, speech recognition, and image
processing, the video and audio library system
will assist the user in exploring multimedia data
in depth. Speaker recognition, key-frame
extraction, and retrieval techniques that go
beyond the Boolean model (i.e., learning
weights by machine learning techniques) are
among the technologies that will be integrated
in the future system extension. Moreover, a
Web information extraction system will visit
the sites of broadcasts and news agencies in
order to collect information that will be ana-
lyzed and mined centrally, in order to help ana-
lysts to find online information that matches their
needs. SGC-SGI will continue to implement
information technologies in order to improve its
operations and services and to enhance the role
that stems from its mandate.
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NOTES

1. Former Greek Ministry of Press and Mass Media;
http://www.niinpress.gr.

2. NewsML, now at version 2.0: http://www.iptc.org/
G2-Standards/newsml-g2.php

3. International Press Telecommunications Council at:
http://www.iplc.org

4. We have identified three zones of great interest: the
morning zone 6-10 a.m., ihe afternoon zone 2-4 p.m., and
the evening zone peaking at 8-9 p.m. Naturally, there are
variations according to the medium and the channel.

5. tf*idf' (term frequency—inverse document frequency)
is a measure used in information retrieval to evaluate the
importance of a term to a document in a collection.

6. Martin Porter extended his original work by building
Snowball, a framework tor writing stemming algorithms,
available at h tlp://snow bal I. lartanis.org.

7. For the computation of acoustic probabilities, we
have used three-state triphone cross word HMMs with 20
Gaussiarïs per state. We trained a trigram-based LM. The
vocabulary consisted in 65,000 words.

8. We use gender-dependent quinphone and triphone
models in the AM. We used four different language mod-
els and a 35,000 words dictionary from Switchboard and
CallHome data for LM training.

9. DARPA EARS project at: http://projects.Idc. upenn.
edu/EAKS/
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APPENDIX A: XML SAMPLE OF THE ASR MODULE

<?xml version="1.0" encodmg-"ISO-8859-7" ?>
<SpeechAnnotation project=="MinPress">
<Header lype="SpeechRccognition">

<CreationTime>Mon Oct I 09:36:48 2007</CreationTime>
<LastUpdatc>Mon Oct 1 09:36:48 2007</LastUpdatc>
<Comment>Spcech Processing word transcription_xml_handle</Comment>
<Creator>QUALIA</Creator>

</Header>
<ASR>
<Source> - *
<Nai-ne>ET3</Name>

<Spccch Language="EL" StartingDT="2007-l 1-05 07:00:00">
<segment id="s_O" name="110507_ET3_NEWS_19-00.1" start-"13.18" end-"18.n"

type="SPEECH" length-"491" duration-"4.91">
<transcript wseq="<S> xaipcrai KUpit:̂  Kai KVpioi XÚCTI] ôiacpaivsrai <rro
T11Ç KaTaßoX.iic Tíov uvaôpo^lKcí)v orowç ÔIKOOTIKOUÇ </S>" />
<word Wordld="r' WordText="xaipETai" start-"13.54" end="13.95" />
<word Wordld="2" WordText="KvpÎEç" start="13.96" end-"14.22" />
<word WordId-"3" WordText="Kai" start="14.23" end="14.35" />
<word Wordld="4" WordText="KÚpior start-"I4.36" end-"14.67"/>
<word Wordld-"5" WordTexl="XiL)(iii" start="14.68" end="14.95" />
<word Wordld="6" WordTcxt="ôia<paivETar start="14.96" end="l5.44" />
<word Wordld="7" WordText="<TTO" start="15.45" end=" 15.58" />
<word Wordld="8" WordTexl-^iÎTîma" start="15.59" end="15.88" />
<word Wordld="9" WordText="Ttiç" start-"15.89" end="16" />
<word Wordld-"10" WordText-"KaTapo>.iiç" start-"I6.0l" end-"16.47" />
<word Wordld="n" WordTexl-"Tû)v" start="16.48" end-"16.61" />
<word Wordld-"I2" WordTcxt="avaôponiKOv" start="16.62" end="l7.21"/>
<word Wordld-"I3" WordText="<n:ou<;" start-"l7.22" end-"17.43" />
<word Wordld="14" WordText="iiiKa(iTiKOÎ)ç" start-"17.44" end="18.03" />

</segment>
<segment id-"s_l" name-"" start="18.11" end-"18.26" type-"MUSIC" length="15"

duration-"0.15"/>
</segment>
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APPENDIX B:
ANNOTATED STORY SAMPLE IN THE NEWSML METADATA SCHEME

<"?xnil version-"I.O" encodings"LITF-8"?>
<NewsML>

<NewsEnveIope type-"NewsMetada(a">
<DateAndTime>20il70123T16l535</DateAndTime>
<NewsService FürmalName="SGC-SGI" />
<NewsProduct version="4.0">QualiArc</NewsProduct>
<Priority FoniialNaiïie="3" />

</NewsEnvelope>
<Newsitem>

<Newsldentlfier>
<ProviderId>ERT</ProviderId>
<NewsltemId>{BF002C77-A0BF-4C0O-8A74-47D6A931DF30î<yNewsUemId>

</NewsIdentifier>
<NewsManagemem>

<NewsltemType FomialName="Radio News" l>
<FirstCreated>20070l23T15Ü0ü0</'FirstCreated>
<Status Forma IName=" Usable" />
<Urgency FormalName^"3" />

</NewsManagement>
<NewsCoiTiponent>

<HcadLine>Néoç ap^tiyóc rEA</HeadLine>
<SummaryLine></SummaryLine>
<Topic Id="EPT_l">

<CiassillcaiionScheme>IPTCSubjecíCodes</ClassificationScheme>
<ClassifkationCodc>nOOOÜüÜ</C!assitlcationCode>
<CiassificationLabel>PolÍtics</ClassificaUonLabel>

</Topic>
<Polarity >Neutral </PoIarity>
<Admin istrativeMetadala>

<Provider>
<Party Formal Name="EPT-N ET" l>
</Provider>
<Source>
<Party FonnalName="NET 105,8" l>
</Source>

</AdministrativeMetadata>
<Desi.TÍptiveMetadata>

<Language FonnalName="eii" />
<OílnterestTo Forma I Na nie=" Analyst" />

</[>escri pti ve M etadata>
<CoiitentltemHreN'./NETRatlio_News_20070l23TI40000.wav">

<MediaType í-ormalNanie="Aud¡o" />
<Fonnat FormalNajTie="WAV" />
<Characterisiics>

<SizelnBytes>IO4728</SizeInBytes>
<Propeny FormalName="FÍIeExtensÍon" Value=".wav"/>
<Property FormalNajnt;^"AudioCoder" Value="PCM" />
<Property FormalName^"TotalDuralion" Value="60"/>
<Property FormalNamtí^"SampíeRate" Value="16.000'7>
<Property FonnalNaBne^"AuüioClianncls" Vatue^"2"/>

</Characterisiics>
<DataContent>AXXaY£ç oniv x\^zttia TI)Ç íloXcfiíKTJc A£po;Top{a; aiT(M{>áaio£ TO K Y £ E A nov ou

VJIÔ Tuv irpocSpiu TOV nptuUuiroupYoi), Ktíxrca KapanavJ.T|.</DataContenP*
</CüiUentlteni>

</Newsltem>
</NewsML>
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